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Publishable executive summary

This Dissemination and Communication Plan (DCP) is aimed at the consortium partners to ensure
their involvement in all aspects of dissemination and communication activities, and the European
Commission, in order to communicate the consortium’s strategy and report on undertaken
dissemination and communication activities.

Dissemination, Communication and Training are important issues within the Drive 0 project. They are
the pillars of the Drive 0 approach in terms of targeting different groups and presenting the research
results to them. For every category of identified stakeholders, the Communication and Dissemination
strategy differs. However, the baseline message and brand remain transversal to all communication
and dissemination activities.

This is the third version of the Dissemination and Communication Plan, which outlines the overall
strategy and planned activities for the successful dissemination of the project progress and results.
Several targets and key performance indicators (KPIs) are defined within the Dissemination and
Communication Plan to monitor the performance of the strategy.

This document is constantly updated throughout the project lifespan with reports of the partners on
their actual dissemination activities. An updated version was provided in M22 and now in M30. A
final version will be submitted at the end of the project, as a final report on all undertaken
dissemination activities (D7.6).

The Communication and Dissemination plan comprises:

1. Dissemination and Communication strategy, including communication levels
(EU/National/Regional) and the responsibilities/ roles attributed to each partner, relationship
to other project activities;

2. The dissemination content;

3. List of target stakeholders to be addressed;

4. Dissemination channels: specifying the various tools that will be used to reach each of the
target audiences;

5. The social media strategy;

6. Report on undertaken dissemination activities M1-30;

7. Appendices:

a. Cooperate Identity

b. Project Leaflet

c. Roll-up Poster

d. Press Releases

e. Newsletters
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1 Glossary

Communication means taking strategic and targeted measures for promoting the action itself and its
results to a multitude of audiences, including the media and the public, and possibly engaging in a
two-way exchange. The aim is to reach out to society as a whole and in particular to some specific
audiences while demonstrating how EU funding contributes to tackling societal challenges.

Dissemination means the public disclosure of the results of the project in any medium. It is a process
of promotion and awareness-raising right from the beginning of the project. It makes research results
known to various stakeholder groups in a targeted way, to enable them to use results in their own
work.
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2 Communication and Dissemination Strategy

The project will use various communication materials and tools to present the projects results to the
main identified target groups: (1) Investors, (2) Practitioners, (3) Households, (4) Authorities. This
includes all 12 received letters of support during the proposal stage from value chain stakeholders,
which confirmed their interest in DRIVE 0 project outcomes. A detailed list of the Target Groups can
be found in chapter 3.

This chapter sets out with the specific roles of the project partners. Then lists the public deliverables
of the project in order to link them to the dissemination content. Thereafter the content, i.e. the
target message of Drive 0 is presented.

While chapter 3 introduces the target groups and chapter 4 the channels to reach them, the overall
strategy can be summarised as follows:

Online tools to gather an active community:

● Project website constantly updated with news, interviews, and posts. The website is
more than a simple document repository, it will demonstrate the benefits and
technical feasibility of Circular Renovation in a user-friendly and attractive way. The
website will have a ‘marketing’ approach, presenting objectives, results, and key
reports (summarised versions);

● Social network engagement (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, etc.) through
hashtag-based discussions, and exploitation of already existing profiles. A LinkedIn
profile and a Facebook community will be created and integrated on the website and
will be managed by ACE, with the support of all partners, sharing information from
M3 until and beyond the end of the project. The project will also establish its own
YouTube channel for video storytelling.

● Bi-annual e-newsletter will be generated in an e-zine format. The e-newsletter will
also be a key media tool for directing traffic to the project website. The community
will help to share information;

● Webinars addressing technical audiences, social housing companies and private
property owners.

Events:

● Seven national and two International training workshops, mainly for investors and
practitioners;

● Participation at external events, scientific conferences and fairs, regional and national
events; published in the DCP;

● Organisation of webinars/seminars coordinated participation at conferences, and
shared communication activities with a cluster of circular construction sister projects.

Publications:

● Joint open access publications in scientific press, and scientific presentations at
relevant conferences to reach the scientific community;

● Publication of the EU circular renovation atlas to support circular renovation and
guidelines for designers and architects.

Communication materials:
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● One promotional project video on YouTube project channel, including contents from
the demonstration buildings for Internet and TV broadcast communication. The story
of the project should help to create an emotional connection to the results achieved
within the real demo cases;

● Citizen engagement in the demo cases through local open events, where citizens,
local stakeholders, and public authorities will be informed about the project progress
and results;

2.1 Role of the consortium partners

The ACE is in charge of coordinating all dissemination and communication activities. ACE is also
responsible for the social media accounts, some dissemination material, the market up-take by
national workshops and practical training.

HIA is responsible for the visual identity, the website and the newsletters. With the support from ACE,
HIA has also developed the leaflet and roll-up poster. The coordinator is also leading the cluster
activities with other EU funded projects.

Zuyd, UNIBO, IRI-UL, NKUA, TalTech and TUD have higher involvement in scientific dissemination
performed. The aim is to publish at least 10 conference papers and three scientific publications. The
scientific partners will also present their results during all project workshops organised at the demo
sites and beyond.

ISSO are mainly responsible for national workshops and developing training aiming at a greater
market up-take of the Drive 0 solutions.

The technology providers WEBO, Fact0, ALIVA, Timbeco and KI SI will present their results at building
fairs and magazines and will share their developments with the consortium and beyond through the
workshops and the project newsletter.

SALFO, Timbeco, PICH and COADY are the technical partners for the demonstration buildings and will
thus be responsible for communicating the progress locally.

IVE is leading the performance monitoring and user information at the demonstration cases and will
feed in the results into training and other workshops and also present them at conferences.

HE, UIPI and ACE are the three EU umbrella organisations involved in the project. Together they are
responsible for a wider dissemination through their member organisations, for instance through the
national workshops and practical training.

ALL partners are very actively involved in communication and dissemination by participating in the
project’s communication and dissemination activities and by spreading the content through their own
dissemination networks, channels and collaborations. All partners are to contribute to the bi-annual
newsletters, website updates and social media posts.
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2.2 Relationship with other project activities

Dissemination and communication depend heavily upon all other activities and progress in the
project, as they need to continuously feed into all communication activities. As depicted in the figure
below this work package is dependent on the constant feed in from other work packages.

Figure 1: Drive 0 work package structure

Especially public deliverables produced during the project are used to create dissemination content
to reach the target groups. Therefore, the following table lists all public deliverables of the project,
indicating their due date. As you can see almost all deliverables are made public, which is quite
exceptionally. The idea behind it is that the results are produced with EU funding and should bring
benefit to all Europeans.
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Table 1: List of public deliverables

Deliverabl
e no.

Title Beneficiar
y

Type Diss Level Due Date

D1.3 Final report and
executive summary of
total project results

HIA Report Public M48

D2.1 Report on the
assessment available
product and technology
developments,
benchmarking and
selection of most
favourable and most
potential solutions for
further development to
circular renovation
products and a list of
criteria/KPI’s

HIA Report Public M9

D2.2 A set of circular prefab
2D building envelope
elements with case
specific solutions

Zuyd Demonstrato
r

Public M28

D2.3 A set of circular prefab
3D case specific
solutions

UniBo Demonstrato
r

Public M28

D2.4 Designs for prefab
building services HVAC
platforms 2.0

Fact0 Demonstrato
r

Public M28

D2.5 A set of smart building
and installation details
for mounting and de-
mounting

ISSO Demonstrato
r

Public M28

D3.1 Guidelines for a
morphological design
approach for circular
renovation

Zuyd Report Public M12

D3.2 Report with a
description of the
boundary conditions of
an enhanced circular
renovation process

Zuyd Report Public M15

D3.3 Tailor made holistic and
circular renovation
packages for the 7
demonstration cases

TalTech Demonstrato
r

Public M21

D3.4 Development of new
generation of automated
BIM controlled

WEBO Demonstrato
r

Public M48
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production lines for
circular prefab
renovation products

D3.5 The EU circular
renovation atlas

Zuyd Report Public M48

D4.1 Collection of monitoring
technologies,
methodologies and
information services

IVE Report Public M12

D4.2 Monitoring Protocol IVE Report Public M15
D4.3 Report on attractive and

understandable user
information including
indicators that are really
appealing to end users
and occupants to
behaviour change

IRI-UL Report Public M21

D4.4 User centred
information service

IVE Report Public M24

D5.1 Report on the business
models employed in
each case study

UniBo Report Public M24

D5.2 Report on the
experimental/lab results
on consumers/users
behaviour and social
responsibility

UniBo Report Public M36

D5.3 Numerical code for the
construction of the
Circular Readiness
Indicator

UniBo Report Public M48

D5.4 Three webinars for ACE,
HE and UIPI for a further
market uptake of the
business model and one
collateral capacity event
on application of the
business model

UniBo Other Public M40

D5.5 Booklet with policy
recommendations

UniBo Report Public M48

D6.1 Report on benchmarking
on circularity and its
potentials on the
demonstration sites

Zuyd Report Public M6

D6.2 Detailed Monitoring
Action Plans for each
demonstration case

NKUA Report Public M12

D6.3 Report and feedback
loops of the tests in

NKUA Report Public M30
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deep testing in living labs
(step 1)

D6.4 Seven small scale
demonstration sites
renovated (step 2)

NKUA Demonstrato
r

Public M42

D6.5 Evaluation of the
performances of the
deployed renovation
solutions, tools and
information services

NKUA Report Public M45

D6.6 Report on the
effectiveness of the
business models

UniBo Report Public M48

D6.7 Evaluation of the impact
of local drivers to trigger
deep renovation

NKUA Report Public M48

D7.1 Drive 0 corporate
identity

HIA Other Public M3

D7.2 Project Dissemination
and Communication Plan
with annual up- dates.

ACE Report Public M6

D7.3 Drive 0 website HIA Websites,
patents
filling, etc.

Public M3

D7.4 Dissemination Material:
Newsletters, Brochures,
Posters, Video

HIA Websites,
patents
filling, etc.

Public M48

D7.5 Seven national training
courses

ACE Other Public M48

D7.6 Final report on
Dissemination and
Communication
activities

ACE Report Public M48

2.3 Dissemination Content

The following message has been developed to communicate the project aim and objectives in an easy
to understand, tangible and accessible way for all, expert stakeholders and target groups with lesser
knowledge, such as the general public. Structuring it into what, why and how supports this approach
as well as the circular renovation approach of the project depicted in Figure 2. So far, the text has
been used on the website, the leaflet and partly on the roll-up poster.

What?

Our goal for Drive 0 is to contribute to speeding up the deep and circular process by improving a
customer centred circular renovation process. We are doing this to make the approach of circular
renovations better by making it more environmentally friendly, cost effective and attractive for
consumers and investors.

What is our definition of a circular renovation?
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A circular deep renovation, which contributes to a circular built environment, is based on 100% life
cycle renewable energy, and all materials used within the system boundaries are part of infinite
technical or biological cycles with lowest quality loss as possible.

DRIVE 0 is following three strategies to develop, implement and scale-up circular renovation of the
existing housing stock:

1. Re-using and recycling locally available materials by urban mining
2. Using renewable environmentally friendly materials
3. Using bio-based engineered materials

For a better, sustainable future, we need to change the way of construction and renovation. We need
to improve the renovation processes to become more circular and sustainable!

Why?

The built environment is responsible for 40% of final energy consumption in the EU. The embodied
energy in buildings counts for up to 60% of the building’s life cycle energy, with collateral embodied
CO2. 25%-30% of waste streams generated in the EU derives from construction and demolition. This
needs to change.

Improving the circular renovation process will improve the way we build. Within the EU more than
50% of all extracted materials are attributed to buildings. The exploitation of natural resources and its
collateral environmental impact is a serious threat to the natural, social and economic systems in the
EU. Renewable energy technologies as well as reuse and recycling of resources/materials are needed
to overcome this challenge. Therefore, a transition to both a deep and circular renovation process for
the total European building stock is necessary.

That’s where Drive 0 comes in.

Figure 2: Drive 0 circular renovation approach

How?

We want to improve the circular renovation process in 4 main elements and steps:

1. Benchmarking
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We will start by making an inventory of recent product and technology developments. With that, we
will make an assessment on the usability and potential for a further development to circular
products, reusing materials from renovation sites.

2.Concept development

The next step is to come to a concept development for the demonstration buildings. To support this
process a morphological design approach for circular renovation will be developed. This will also
support the further development of a total circular renovation process.

3. Attractive & understandable information

In order to improve the circular renovation process to be both more attractive and more reliable to
owner and occupants. An important objective in Drive 0 is to provide homeowners with attractive
and understandable information of the total performances of their renovated homes. This includes
the monitoring of energy, comfort and IEQ and translating the data into understandable information
including guidance and tips.

4. Demonstration & evidence

These steps will be demonstrated and validated in several demonstration cases in different European
countries: Greece, Slovenia, Italy, Spain, the Netherlands, Estonia and Ireland. Each case represents
an approach to achieve a circular way of renovation, as well as a specific local challenge. A
case-specific monitoring action plan will be devised, which will be the basis for the testing of the
circular renovation concepts.

2.4 Display of EU Funding

Any project results communicated or disseminated by the partners must present in a clear way the
European flag and the disclaimer note as shown below.

The project leading to this application has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon

2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 841850.

The content reflects only the author’s view only and the European Commission is not responsible for
any use that may be made of the information it contains.
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3 Target Audiences and Key Stakeholders

According to the Dissemination and Communication Strategy argued in chapter 2, the following
groups of stakeholders were identified:

1. Investors, owners and developers – investing and leading the decision process; (real estate

industry, ESCOs, construction companies)

2. Practitioners in charge of the implementation, such as design professionals, contractors and

advisors; building managers; European SME ecosystem; facility management and

maintenance companies; architects (represented by project partner ACE); engineers;

3. Households, final users/occupants driving the process through needs and constrains;

Homeowner associations; General public; (represented by project partners UIPI and HE);

4. Authorities, policy makers.

Additionally, opinion leaders, key stakeholders and multipliers are also a vital group to reach:
● Technology Platforms (NTPs and ECTP), networks and initiatives

● Scientific community (research and academic organisations, scientific journals etc.)

3.1 Letters of Support and Advisory Board

Letters of Support have been received from the following 12 institutions during the proposal stage.

These organisations will be included more actively in the project work:

1. Hellenic Property Federation, EL

2. Siber Ventilacion inteligente (Siber Zone), ES

3. Climate KIC Spain, ES

4. Confederacion de Camaras de la Propiedad y Asociaciones de Propietarios de Fincas Urbanas

(CCPU), ES

5. Colegio de Administradores de Fincas, ES

6. AVS - Spanish Association of Social housing and Land, ES

7. Entitat Valenciana d'Habitatge I Sol, ES

8. FEVEC Valencia, ES

9. Generalitait Valenciana, ES

10. The Ministry of Public Works and Transport, ES

11. Saint Gobain, ES

12. Union de Consumiodores de la Comunitat Valenciana, ES

The consortium aims to extend this network with other relevant Stakeholders groups during the
project itself. The Drive 0 Stakeholders and Advisory Board task is part of WP1 and will be reported
there. Activities and engagements are also related to the overall project communication and
dissemination, thus WP7 tools are available for these activities as well. Moreover, each partner is
seeking collaborations within their countries. The following table can be used by project partners to
search for specific stakeholders.
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Table 2: Potential stakeholders, multipliers and opinion leaders, identified for dissemination

activities

Type Institution Relevant bodies

Constructi

on

European &

national

construction

Associations

FIEC***, ENCORD, Euroconstruct, ENBRI, SBCI, CIB, EBC*** and

their network per country and other national associations, Climate

KIC Spain, ES**; FEVEC Valencia, ES**;

Architect &

Engineering

Associations

Architects’ Council of Europe (ACE)*, ARCHI-EUROPE, European

Network of heads of schools of architecture (ENHSA), European

federation of National Engineering Associations (FEANI), UIA,

EAAE***

Other EU

building

organisation

SB Alliance, EuroACE, ICLEI***, RICS, REHVA***, EURIMA,

EuroGypsum, ECCREDI***

Buildings

and

districts -

owners

and

managers

Large

Construction

promoters

ACCIONA, ACS, VINCI, HOTCHTIEF, BOUYGUES, SAIPEM, SKANSKA,

Saint Gobain, ES**;

Authorities on

Public

ownership /

Public Owners

Ministries of Culture, Ministries of dwelling, municipalities and

regional governments, and large public owners of buildings, e.g.

Generalitait Valenciana, ES**; The Ministry of Public Works and

Transport, ES**;

Housing

association of

private owners

EU & National associations, e.g. UIPI*, Marketinginitiative der

Wohnungsbaugenossenschaften Deutschland e.V., Hellenic

Property Federation, EL**; Confederacion de Camaras de la

Propiedad y Asociaciones de Propietarios de Fincas Urbanas

(CCPU), ES**; Colegio de Administradores de Fincas, ES**;

Municipalities,

assoc. and

networks with

energy, urban

and env.

Issues/Cities

Platforms

At European and International level, e.g., Council of European

Municipalities and Regions (CEMR), C40 Cities Climate Leadership

Group ICLEI***.

At national level, e.g. Tenerrdis: national cluster on energy

(including building energy performances), Austrian Association of

Municipalities, the FEMP (Spanish Federation of Municipalities and

Provinces, with more than 6,900 municipalities).

At regional level, e.g. EUDEL: the Basque association of

municipalities. The German Association for Housing, Urban and

Spatial Development e. V. (FRAUNHOFER*** is member), Genova

Smart City Association (RINA-C*** is member)
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Public and

private

promoters and

associations on

social housing

At European level: Housing Europe* and national members

At National level: Federabitazione (IT), AVS (ES), USH (FR), LOSZ

(HU), OEK (GR), FENACHE (PT), NHF (UK), NBBL (NO), (FR), Estonian

Union of Co-operative Housing Associations, USH (National

Federation for Social Housing). AVS - Spanish Association of Social

housing and Land, ES**; Entitat Valenciana d'Habitatge I Sol, ES**

Buildings and

Property

Managers and

Associations

At European level: EuroFM.

At National level: Local associations. Local and national property

manager professional associations, e.g. Estonian Association of

Estonian Facilities Administrators and Maintainers

Energy Energy Agencies At international level: International Energy Agency (TECNALIA***

is Spanish representative; FRAUNHOFER*** is an active partner in

many Tasks and Annexes).

At European Level: FEDARENE

At National level: Deutsche Energie-Agentur (DE), Instituto para la

Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía (ES), Agenzia Nazionale per

le Nuove tecnologie, l'Energia e lo Sviluppo Economico Sostenibile

(IT), Energy Saving Trust (UK), etc.

At regional level: Aegean Energy Agency (GR), emma e.V. (DE),

Észak-Alföldi Regionális Energia Ügynökség (HU), RomaEnergia (IT),

Agence Locale de l'Énergie (FR), etc.

Energy

Efficiency

systems

providers

EREC, EGEC; EPIA; EREF; ESTIF; EUBIA; EUREC Agency, etc

Other Tech. Platforms

networks and

other Initiatives

Technological Platforms networks and Initiatives, such as ECTP***

or the WGBC***, Union de Consumiodores de la Comunitat

Valenciana, ES**;

National /

regional Smart

specialisation

authorities

All national/regional Smart specialization authorities in countries

where the consortium partners will seek market uptake, including

all partners’ permanent contacts with their relevant

national/regional Smart specialization authorities (Smart

Specialization Platform, Eye@RIS3 will be used)

* Project partner
** Organisation signed letter of support
*** Partners involved in the Drive 0 consortium actively participate in/ collaborate with these organisations
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3.2 Target Group Social Housing Providers

In the second half of the project specific activities to address social housing providers will take place.
A clear advantage of the project is that Housing Europe is a consortium partner. Housing Europe is the
European Federation of Public, Cooperative and Social Housing. It is a network of 46 national and
regional federations which together gather about 43.000 public, social and cooperative housing
providers in 25 countries. Altogether they manage around 25 million homes. They will ensure that
their requirements are fully addressed by the developing solutions. Table 3 outlines which activities
have been done, are planned in the coming year and especially which deliverables are interesting for
their member organisations and will be used to reach this important target group.

Table 3: Communicating and dissemination Drive 0 to social housing providers

OUTPUT/ACTION FORMAT CHANNEL
DUE
DATE

OBJECTIVE

Justice in social
housing: Towards a
people-centred
energy renovation
process?

Research
paper

Housing Europe
newsletter
Article in Housing
Europe website by
author.
Dissemination at the
Energy Poverty
Advisory Hub website
and to Energy Cities.

Publishe
d

Awareness raising
about justice
dimension of energy
renovation.
People-centred
renovation.

Circular renovation of
affordable housing -
let us show you how!

Live
worksho
p

International Social
Housing Festival 2022

June
2022

Explore how social
providers can plan
and successfully
execute circular
building renovations
in a resource and
cost-efficient way.

The EU circular
renovation atlas
(D3.5)

Report

Clustering activity:
cooperation with
HOUSEFUL project on
work about ‘lighthouse’
circular buildings and
renovations.
Cross-dissemination of
findings.
Content item for
national and
international trainings
(esp. if showcasing
examples from social
housing)

Sep 2023

a number of generic
circular renovation
concepts will be
developed and
presented in a
catalogue. This atlas
has two distinctive
parts: The first part
is the benchmark
study from material
perspective and the
second part is a
catalogue of
(generic) circular
renovation concepts
with the solutions
developed.
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User centred
information
Service (D4.4)

Online
tool

To be discussed with
IVE

Sep 2021

a user-centred
information service
(digital platform) as
an effective way to
show the
understandable and
personalized
information
developed in task
4.3 to end users. It
will be based on the
existing opened
users platform's
architectures used in
other H2020
projects.

Three capacity
building webinars for
ACE, HE and UIPI
(D5.4)

Webinar

Workshop for Housing
Europe team and
members (Working
Committees Oct 2022?)
and EURHONET Topic
Group on Sustainable
Construction.
Housing Europe
newsletter.
Article on Drive 0,
Housing Europe AND
build up website.

Jan 2023

Market uptake of the
business model and
one collateral
capacity event on
application of the
business model.

Booklet with policy
recommendations
(D5.5)

Report

Present at European
Commission
conference.
Present at Housing
Europe Working
Committees
(Construction Energy,
Construction, and
Standardisation Affairs)
Clustering activity:
coordinate with policy
recommendations
produced by Housing
Europe for HOUSEFUL.

Sept
2023

Booklet with policy
recommendations
will be produced
based on the
outcomes of lessons
learnt in WP5,
especially in
Task 5.4.

Evaluation of the
impact of local drivers
to trigger deep
renovation (D6.7)

Report

Interview Housing
Europe Members about
their needs and
practices and publish
an article on Drive 0,
Housing Europe and
BUILD UP website.

Sep 2023

Overall evaluation
and analysis of the
demonstrators will
be done in D6.7
reporting also on the
impact of local
drivers
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to trigger deep
renovation.

Seven national
training courses
(D7.5)

Training

TBC
Site visit
Workshop
Publication with
outcomes

Sep 2023

Market uptake and
awareness raising
about circular deep
renovation. The
demonstration sites
in WP 6 will offer
realistic training
cases.

Two EU training
courses (D7.5)

Training

TBC
Housing Europe
Working Committees
March 2023

Sep 2023

Market uptake and
awareness raising
about circular deep
renovation.
Two European
training courses will
be organized, e.g. in
conjunction with
ACE,
HE, UIPI annual
meetings and/or a
session during an
international
conference.

3.3 Target Group Private Property Owners

Another vital target audience are building users and owners. These are represented in the consortium
by partner UIPI, the International Union of private Property Owners.  It is a pan-European non-profit
association comprising of 31 organisations from 28 countries. Jointly, they represent more than 5
million private property owners of some 20 to 25 million dwellings all over Europe. Having UIPI as a
project partner eases the dissemination and communication with this important stakeholder. In
March 2022 they organize a special event to address Greek property owners, see table 4. During the
remaining time of the project, they plan to continue this European Renovation Tour through other EU
countries. The pandemic has shown us that small national events are easier to organize in these
times, and actually have a larger impact as they are conducted in local languages and thus reach the
people better.
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Table 4: Communicating and dissemination Drive 0 to private property owners

OUTPUT/ACTION FORMAT CHANNEL
DUE

DATE
OBJECTIVE

UIPI Renovation

Tour – Greek

Owners on Board

Policy

hybrid

conference

in Athens

Dissemination made

through UIPI’s,

POMIDA’s, Drive 0’s

and ENPOR’s

websites,

newsletters and

social media, as well

by email to all

registered and part

of UIPI’s mailing lists

11

March

2022

The UIPI Renovation Tour

aims to bring EU climate

goals and policies – more

specifically the Renovation

Wave and its practical

implications – closer to

European property owners

and managers, promote and

steer the political and public

debates at local and national

levels, give the opportunity

for affected parties to

provide feedback and

propose existing solutions to

help all those who wish to

engage in the needed efforts

to renovate the European

building stock and

contribute for a greener and

more sustainable future. The

tour counts with the

participation of EU

institutions and local

governments

representatives, as well as

key stakeholders in the

building and energy

efficiency markets. Concrete

examples of paths for

renovation are offered from

EU-funded projects such as

Drive 0, so as to simplify the

renovation journeys of those

interested.
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4 Dissemination Channels

Various dissemination activities ensure a good visibility of the project towards the identified target
groups and the general public. These are based on a Dissemination and Communication strategy
tailored to the various needs and expectations of the target groups. Ways of contacting actors differ
in three main respects:

● Type of link established with each actor: from being informed to being involved;

● The number of actors being reached;

● The effectiveness in getting the outcomes of the project understood.

Table 5: Dissemination Channels with KPIs

Type of

dissemination

Type of

audience

Channels Number Indicators Contents

Proactive

Communication

General Through newsletters

every six months,

one-to-one

communication,

emailing and

invitation to events to

relevant stakeholders

and the European

Commission.

8 100 people

mailing list,

plus clicks

through

social

media

Project

progress,

events and

relevant

news

Social media General LinkedIn, Facebook,

Instagram and Twitter,

plus social media run

by partners.

4

accounts,

plus

partner

accounts

1.000

followers

Project

progress,

events,

relevant

news,

interaction

with public

Videos General YouTube channel and

TV broadcast.

2-5 500 views Project

overview

and DIY

videos of

demo

buildings

Dedicated

website

General Drive 0 website:

interactive

environment that

1 (6 years

min.)

50.000

sessions

Drive 0

objectives,

overview,
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gives access to and

permits to collaborate

on all the aspects

related to the project

activities. The

consortium uses

SharePoint as a

collaborative working

space.

partnershi

p and

public

deliverable

s, latest

news and

features

social

media

channels

Roll-up poster

and brochure

General Specific project roll-up

poster and brochure

were prepared for

external

communication, the

brochure will be

translated to 6

languages. The second

brochure could be

replaced by a more

environmentally

friendly digital

version, i.e. an

infographic.

2-3 (+6) 7.500

people

General

informatio

n

Publications Scientific

community

Drive 0 partners will

publish the results in

the scientific

literature, dedicated

journals and

magazines in the field

of construction,

energy and ICT.

Moreover, results are

intended also to be

published through EC

channels, e.g. CORDIS.

10 500

readers

Publishable

project

results;

Please

note there

is no

budget for

OA;

Circular

renovation

demonstrations

Citizens, end

users

Demonstrations cases

will be disseminated

to the citizens and

end-users through

panels placed on site,

7 1.400

people

(200

people/de

mo)

demonstra

tion

buildings
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explaining the Drive 0

solutions.

Drive 0 national

and

international

training and

dissemination

workshops

Targeted

clients,

end-users

and

stakeholders

Seven national and

two International

training and

dissemination events

Seven workshops at

demo sites and two

international ones in

conjunction with UIPI,

ACE and HE events.

9 225 people Drive 0

objectives

overview,

progress

and results

Partners’

dissemination

networks and

channels

Targeted

clients,

end-users

and

stakeholders

e.g. ACE Newsletter:

distributed by email to

10.000 direct contacts

every second months

and to the 43 Member

of ACE, representing

over 600.000

practicing architects

from 33 countries.

ACE Website and

other web-based

channels ACE Events:

yearly Working Group

meetings and

bi-annual General

Assembly, attended by

around 100 delegates

of the ACE member

organisations.

Same for UIPI and HE

3 40.000

people

Project

progress,

events and

relevant

materials

Participation in

conferences,

congresses and

events

Scientific

community,

students,

end-users

Drive 0 will be

represented in a

number of

international relevant

conferences to discuss

specific research

results and receive

input and comments

from outside the

10 1000

people

Publishable

project

results
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project, as well as to

trigger new projects.

Commercial

fairs

Targeted

clients,

end-users

The Drive 0 solutions

will be represented in

relevant commercial

fairs towards the final

stage of the project to

make commercial

contacts.

4 750 visitors Exploitable

commercia

l results

Clustering

Activities

EU projects

and

networks

With other HORIZON

2020 European

ongoing related

projects, European

and National

Technology Platforms

and other networks

and initiatives (already

identified in the main

targeted groups at the

beginning of this draft

communication and

dissemination plan.)

8

initiatives

400 people Informatio

n on the

project and

its

achieveme

nts

Large scale

communication

Citizens Results will be

communicated to the

public at large scale

via mass media

communication: social

networks,

newspapers,

magazines, TV. Press

release announcing

the start of the

project.

6 2000

people

General

informatio

n. Relevant

news

4.1 Event Suggestions

The project outcomes will be further disseminated through presentations at international
conferences and fairs, as well as common H2020 activities and other EU events (T7.7). In table 3
above we aim at ten international conferences, four building fairs and eight cluster activities. If
possible, we will of course present the project at even more events.
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So far, we had a good start with the highlight of course partner IVE presenting the project at COP25 in
Madrid.

Furthermore, the Drive 0 partners presented the project at the following events and conferences:

● TU Dublin presented Drive 0 at the Irish National Construction Summit (3 march 2022)
● ACE presented Drive 0 at the ECCREDI Council meeting (8 December 2021) and at the

University of Palermo – Sustainable Design Master course (21 December 2021)
● Housing Europe presented Drive 0 at the IV Jornadas de Vivienda Social de Sevilla (29

October 2021)
● ACE presented Drive 0 at the “Women in BIM network - workshop on Smart Cities, CIM e

Sustainability” (29 September 2021)
● Huygen co-organised and presented Drive 0 at Sustainable Places 2021 – ‘Building Envelope

Kits for Deep Renovation’ workshop (29 September 2021)
● IVE presented Drive 0 at the online event ‘Contribución de la Arquitectura a la Economía

Circular’ (Contribution of Architecture to the Circular Economy) (29 September 2021)
● TU Dublin presented Drive 0 at the Irish National NZEB Conference (28 April 2021), and in

different panels of the CitA - Construction IT Alliance annual conference (8 April 2021)
● Huygen presented Drive 0 at the Quake innovation think-tank kick-off meeting (23 April 2021)
● ZUYD organised and presented Drive 0 at the ‘Crossing Boundaries’ conference (24 March

2021)
● PichArchitects presented Drive 0 during the ‘Circular Economy talk’ at WeDiscover Days

Barcelona (15 December 2020)
● IRI-UL presented Drive 0 at the ‘ENERGY GAME CHANGERS 2020 Powered by Smagrinet

-Bringing Together Academy and Industry to Power Smart Grid Expertise in Europe’ (19
November 2020)

● TalTech presented Drive 0 at the Conferemce Save Smart (also organisers – 30 October 2020),
Conference Facade Day (30 October 2020), Forum of the house owners associations (9
October 2020), Conference WDBE 2020 (also organisers - 30 September 2020), Conference
Advanced Construction and Architecture 2020 (24 September 2020)

● NKUA co-organised and presented Drive 0 at the INFER Symposium on Circular Economy and
Sustainability (15 July 2020)

● IVE presented Drive 0 at the ‘Open Session: Circularity in the Construction Sector’ (ETSA-UPV
Valencia, 10 March 2020)

● ZUYD presented Drive 0 at the CHARM Interreg Project ‘Inspiration Day’ (Kamp C in Westerlo,
14 February 2020)

● Huygen led the workshop ‘Towards circular loops’ (Maastricht University, 13 February 2020)
● Zuyd organised ‘The maturity gap of Circular Building Technology’ Symposium, during which

Huygen presented the Drive 0 project (Kerkrade – The Netherlands, 6 February 2020)
● Huygen presented Drive 0 at the 6th Jeffrey Cook Workshop in Desert Architecture (Israel, 26

November 2019)
● IVE co-organised the conference ‘Circular cities: circular economy and habitat’ and presented

the Drive 0 project (La Marina de Valencia, 13 November 2019)
● Huygen attended the ‘Ecomondo’ International Fair (Rimini – Italy, 7 November 2019)
● TalTech presented Drive 0 at the ‘International Wood Architecture Conference 2019’ (Tallin,

31 October 2019)
● Drive 0 was presented at the ‘Symposium on Circular Renovation’ as its very first event

(Maastricht, 24 October 2019)
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The COVID-19 led to a lot of postponing of events in 2020 and turning to virtual events in 2021. As a
result, there is now a wider selection of events, real, virtual and hybrid available. Following is a list of
international conferences and fairs, which is up-dated annually, also with input from all partners.

● Sustainable Places http://www.sustainableplaces.eu
● EUSEW 2022, also for the awards https://www.eusew.eu/about-awards-competition and for

the networking village
● PLEA (passive and low energy architecture) - https://plea2022.org
● ECTP Conference (European Construction, built environment and energy-efficient buildings

Technology Platform),   http://www.ectp.org/
● Housing Europe Conference http://www.housingeurope.eu/section-48/events
● 24th International Passive House Conference 2023, https://passivhaustagung.de/en/
● World Sustainable Energy Days, Wels, Austria,

https://www.wsed.at/en/world-sustainable-energy-days.html including Innovation
Workshops Energy and Buildings

● World Sustainable Built Environment Conference 2023 with the SBE series 21-22:
http://www.sbe-series.org/

● Circular Economy Stakeholder Conference -
https://circulareconomy.europa.eu/platform/en/towards-new-normal-sustainable-products-s
ustainable-consumption

● European Circular stakeholder platform – events -
https://circulareconomy.europa.eu/platform/en/news-and-events/upcoming-events

Fairs at international Level:

● Construmat (Barcelona, Spain), http://www.construmat.com/en
● Batimat (France), http://www.batimat.com
● BAU (Germany), http://www.bau-muenchen.com/en/Home
● Construction 21 Expo, http://www.construction21expo.eu/event-info.html

4.2 Peer reviewed scientific publications

All partners must ensure that all peer review scientific publication free full online access to all users.
The bibliography metadata must include the following.

1. the terms “European Union (EU)” and “Horizon 2020”;

2. the name of the action (H2020), acronym (Drive 0) and grant number (841850);

3. the publication date, and length of embargo period if applicable, and

4. a persistent identifier.

For detailed information refer to the Grant Agreement page 48 and 49.

The website has a dedicated section for scientific and non-scientific publications:
https://www.drive0.eu/publications/ In 2022 the Dissemination leader opened a Zenodo Community.
The project partners are invited to up-load their publications also to Zenodo to guarantee that the
open access to project publications well beyond the project life.
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5 Website and Social Media Strategy

5.1 Drive 0 website

During the period between October 2019 (launch of the website) and March 2022, the website
counted 12.644 sessions of 01:38 min of average duration. A session is defined as a group of
interactions one user undertakes within a given time frame on the website. In total, 27.327 pages
were viewed (2.16 pages/sessions). 81,9% of the audience connected from desktop, 17,13% with a
Smartphone and 0,94% with a tablet.

https://www.Drive 0.eu
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The most viewed pages are:   
1. Homepage
2. Demo cases
3. About us
4. About Drive 0
5. News
6. Reports
7. Contact
8. Publications
9. Partners – Technological University Dublin
10. About Drive 0 - Objectives
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We have run website analytics about the visitors’ locations in the last half year. Interestingly enough,
most site visitors are from the USA. The first 15 countries can be found in the table below the map.
Drive 0 attracts users from all around the world.
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Recommendations:
The target set in the first dissemination plan for the whole project life is of 50.000 sessions. The
website is currently live for two and a half years and achieved so far 12.644 sessions. In order to
further increase the website population, we constantly up-date the website with new input from all
consortium partners on the timeline, demonstration buildings, technology and methodology sections.
Consortium partners are continuously requested to make suggestions for website improvements and
to include the Drive 0 link in their websites, newsletters, and social media in order to create even
more traffic.

5.2 Drive 0 Newsletter

The current mailing list consists of 78 contacts (March 2022). Due to GDPR it is rather difficult to
obtain a large amount of email addresses. Therefore, we are already content with the achieved
number. The KPI for newsletters set in Chapter 4 is for the moment a cautious 100 subscribers.
Nevertheless, the newsletter is not only used as such, but also by adding it to the website and by
partners sending it to contacts who are interested or including it in their newsletter. Thus, it reaches
in fact more than just the subscribers.
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It is vital to mention here that the newsletter is edited by different partners each time in order to
reach a different audience. For instance, when the Architects’ Council of Europe edits the newsletter,
they choose topics that are specifically interesting for architects. UIPI aims the newsletter at private
property owners and Housing Europe at social housing providers. This way the newsletter is a key
communication channel to reach identified target groups.

The first newsletter has been published in at the end of March 2020. The following newsletters were
sent twice per year in September and March. All newsletters can be found in the project website:
https://www.drive0.eu/newsletter/

Recommendations:

● Spread the newsletter through social media instead of just focusing to the subscribed
audience.

● Consortium partners to spread social media posts notifying the release of each
newsletter.

● Encourage colleagues and interested people in their networks to subscribe, emphasising
this is only a biannual newsletter.

● Include the newsletter in your organisation’s newsletter and send it to contacts who
expressed interest.

5.3 Drive 0 Twitter

In order to align the understanding of social media indicators, the definitions of all indicators used in
this report are noted at the beginning of each social media channel.

Follower: the number of people, who opt in to receive the Drive 0 tweets.

Impressions: the number of times a user receives a tweet in the timeline or searches for results.

Engagement: the number of times a user interacts with a tweet.

Engagement rate: the number of engagements divided by the number of impressions.
The Drive 0 Twitter profile (https://twitter.com/Drive0_H2020) counts 130 followers, including:
architects, engineers, energy efficiency experts, European Commission bodies and representatives,
European construction stakeholders, research centres and project partners.

@drive0_h2020 has posted 107 tweets in total. Over the last month the account has had 1.053
impressions, 875 profile visits and was mentioned 5 times. In these last 28 days there were
engagements, which leads to an engagement rate of 1.8%.

The KPI set in Chapter 4 for all social media channels is 1.000 followers for all channels. We prefer to
measure the followers, as it is a more reliant number of interested people than for instance
impressions.
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Examples of successful tweets and mentions:
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Recommendations for partners:

● Follow the page from your professional and personal accounts

● Retweet posts from your professional and personal accounts

● Tag @Drive0_H2020 in your posts and comments

● Use your company page to boost the spread of Drive 0 posts

● To achieve higher visibility, you can also tag relevant EU bodies in appropriate discussions,
re-tweets and tweets

5.4 Drive 0 Facebook
Facebook Reach: the number of people, who saw any content from your page or about your page
(unique views).

Follower: the number of people, who receive Drive 0 news in their news feed but do not like the
page.

Fans: the number of people that like and follow the Drive 0 Facebook page.

The Drive 0 Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/H2020Drive0/ ) has 135 followers and 129 likes
(fans).

In the last month the post reach has been 13 with 220 engagements (commenting, liking, sharing, or
clicking upon particular elements of the post).

As mentioned previously the KPI set in Chapter 4 for all social media channels is 1.000 followers.

Examples of successful posts:
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Recommendations for partners:

● Like the Drive 0 Facebook page

● Share and like posts from the page

● Invite interested colleagues and friends to like the page

● Tag @H2020Drive0 in your posts and discussions
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● To achieve higher visibility, you can also tag relevant EU bodies in appropriate discussions
and posts

5.5 Drive 0 LinkedIn
Company page visitors: the number of people who visited Drive 0 LinkedIn page.

Company page followers: the number of people who follows and receives Drive 0 LinkedIn post on
their timeline.

Impressions: the number of people who saw Drive 0 content (including revisits).

The Drive 0 company page on LinkedIn (https://www.linkedin.com/company/h2020drive0/) has
already gathered 482 followers (24 March 2022). It has regular posts that are often shared by the
followers. In the last 30 days the page had 30 unique visits, 7 new followers and 2.412 post
impressions.

Same as for the other social media channels before, the KPI set in Chapter 4 for all social media
channels is 1.000 followers.

Recommendations for partners:

● Follow the LinkedIn company page with your personal profile

● Like and share posts coming from Drive 0
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5.6 Drive 0 YouTube

The Drive 0 YouTube channel (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFUYay641xMofH5uv_AuidQ)
was set up at the beginning of the project. Currently there are six videos available. One is an overview
presentation of the project with 172 views so far. The others are presenting the demonstration
buildings and project presentations. The channel has 12 subscribers so far and the videos were
viewed 427 times so far. Under playlists we have linked further project related videos of virtual events
etc.

Recommendations for partners:
● Follow the YouTube Channel with your personal profile

● Like and share videos

● Propose own videos, for example of demo buildings, interviews, or presentations.

● Propose related videos for the playlist with related initiatives and sister projects

6 Report on undertaken dissemination activities

Every six months regular reporting on the undertaken dissemination activities for each consortium
partner is taking place. All activities are also being regularly reported in the SEDIA portal
dissemination reporting. The activities report is done using the form in the link below.

https://forms.gle/CcLhpkJqrFEMxEYDA

All activities already submitted can be found here: https://bit.ly/33cf3gH 

The dissemination and communication activities report has 19 types of activities defined by the
European Commission on the SEDIA portal. The type of the audience is defined as: Scientific
community (Higher Education, Research), Industry, Civil Society, General Public, Policy Makers, Media,
Investors, Customers and Others. If it is not possible to provide the exact size of the audience by type
an estimation should be made.
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A screenshot of the continuous reporting on SEDIA is included below (taken 25 March 2022). The
graphs thereafter summarise all dissemination activities undertaken by the consortium partners
during the first two and a half years of the project and depict them by activity type, audience type
and by partner.
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Figure 3: Drive 0 SEDIA continuous reporting

Figure 4: Drive 0 Dissemination activities per type
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Figure 5: Drive 0 Audiences reached per type

Figure 6: Drive 0 Dissemination activities per partner
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7 Conclusion

This report set out with the overall strategy and planned activities for the successful dissemination of
Drive 0 project progress and results. As communication and dissemination is a continuous process
and not a one-time effort at the end of the project, activities are taking place at all stages of the
project. As a result, this document will be constantly updated throughout the project lifespan with
reports of the partners on their expected and actual dissemination activities.

All undertaken activities by the consortium until M6 have been included in this report. Furthermore,
the various dissemination materials and channels so far established are presented.

In order to ensure project recognisability and successful dissemination it is important that all partners
use the cooperate identity of D7.1 when disseminating Drive 0 project results and follow the strategy
developed in this deliverable. This includes proper use of the project name, logo, colour pallet,
template as well as acknowledgment of EU funding.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Project Visual Identity

The Drive 0 logo, icons, colour scheme and a banner have been created in D7.1 and are used in all
online and print materials. The project partners can access presentation and word templates to use in
events. D7.1 was updated in February 2022 by HIA.
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Appendix 2: Project Leaflet
The project leaflet is available in eight different languages, i.e. all consortium partner languages plus
French and Catalan. It is available on the website: https://www.drive0.eu/promotion-material/ and
mainly used for real events.
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Appendix 3: Roll-up Poster
The roll-up poster is available on the project website as well:
https://www.drive0.eu/promotion-material/ There is an English and an Estonian version. The project
partners were invited to translate it into their languages.
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Appendix 4: Press Releases
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Appendix 5: Newsletters
The first newsletter from 27.03.2020. The newsletters were then published twice per year in
September and in March. All newsletters can be found on the website and under https://www.Drive
0.eu/first-drive-0-newsletter/
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